DIRECTIONS TO MRI RESEARCH CENTER (PBDB) FROM NEWTON ROAD PARKING RAMP

Directions from the Newton Road Parking Ramp to L300 PBDB:

- Park in Newton Road Parking Ramp located next to UIHC Child Care Early Development Center. Follow green line.
- Walk into CBRB East entrance directly across from Newton Road Parking Ramp. Follow red line, see entrance photo below.
- Continue walking straight through the entrance door labeled 285 entrance 6.
- Walk straight down hallway, turn left. Walk until you reach bottom of small ramp. Follow red line.
- The entrance to L300 is straight ahead. See red & yellow star.

If you have questions about the MR Research Center, please visit:  https://medicine.uiowa.edu/mri/
Directions from the Main Hospital 2nd Floor Compass to L300 PBDB:

- Walk East of 2nd floor compass entering the College of Public Health. Follow red line.
- Turn left at end of hallway, immediately after the BE elevators.
- Turn right halfway through hallway into tiled corridor marked with a sign for the Medical Research Center.
- Turn left at end of hallway after passing several vending machines into the Medical Laboratories.
- Walk to end of hallway (it should be filled with lockers).
- Turn right once inside stairwell at end of hallway, walk through set of doors displaying a sign for the Eckstein Medical Research Building.
- Walk down long corridor and walkway over the EMRB cafeteria.
- Follow hallway to the left toward skywalk.
- Continue following skywalk into the Medical Education Research Facilities (MERF) building.
- Take 2nd right into skywalk leading to Pappajohn Biomedical Discovery Building (PBDB).
- After entering PBDB turn right, walk past lounge area. Elevators will be on left, or take open stairwell on the right.
- Take elevator, or stairs to LL, turn left, walk down long hallway.
- MRI waiting room, L300, is at end of hallway on the right. Follow red line to the star.

If you have questions about the MR Research Center, please visit:  https://medicine.uiowa.edu/mri/